
"Chemist to the late Queen" 
(This short article was created for the BS35 Magazine using research notes relating to the website 

www.thornburyroots.co.uk.  See website for more information) 

 

Thornbury in the early 1900s must have been a 

challenging time for shopkeepers.  However, one of 

them, James Spencer Palmer chemist dentist and 

optician in Coronation House (now 13 High Street) 

was an expert on how to advertise and promote a 

business.   

Above his shop window the sign always said "Chemist 

to the late Queen".  Apparently Mr Palmer had once 

worked for a company that had once been used by 
the Royal Household. 

Versatility was his trademark.  He boasted that his 

shop was "a high class up to date pharmacy and one 

of the largest and most completely stocked in the 

country."  He made his own cures.  Christiana 

Channing, a long term patient at the Thornbury Union 

Infirmary, was a beneficiary of one of these.  

Apparently she was completely bald at Christmas 

1902 but within four months of using "Palmer's Hair 

Wash" the results were remarkable enough for her 

portrait to be displayed in his shop window.  After all 

as Spencer Palmer said "Facts are stubborn things 

and a local case like this will of course bear the 

strictest investigation."  Of course. 

Apparently he could also offer something that some of us today would gladly take 

advantage of - "absolutely painless extractions by a new process perfectly safe and leaving 

no unpleasant after effects".  This was a bargain at "2/6 per tooth" (twelve and a half 

pence).  It was followed by "perfect fitting of artificial teeth."  After all as he said himself; 

"plenty of people can publish their own portraits but they cannot all put the word dentist 
after their names."  Well it is hard to argue with that. 

He sold every kind of optical goods and he and his telescope seem to have appeared on the 

pavement outside his shop whenever trade was slack.  It seems to have caused a stir 

amongst passers-by whenever it appeared. 

He did not content himself with such orthodox means of advertising. His adverts included 

other imaginative enticements to step inside his shop.  These included the chance to see - 

"A ship’s chronometer that could be relied upon to keep Greenwich Mean Time."  Residents 

were encouraged to call in just to set their watches to the correct time.  Many locals seem 

somehow to have got the impression that the clock was actually directly connected to 

Greenwich in a mysterious (but scientific) manner.  

"A twizzling down shaker and its use" (no I don't know either) 



"The most startling optical invention of modern times" (one's imagination runs wild) 

A grey parrot which was a fluent talker with "an amusing vocabulary" 

And even 

"A full grown lion lying down anywhere in the street or on the pavement (NB this is not the 

shadow thrown from the figure of a lion outside an hotel but the view of an actual lion - life 
size)."   

All these could only be seen from inside the shop of course. 
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